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Misunderstanding The O9A, Again: The Case Of Ethan Melzer

With the trial of US Army private Ethan Melzer for terrorist offences due to begin in July of this year it was only to be
expected that the Media would return to the subject of the Order of Nine Angles (O9A, ONA) given that it is alleged
Melzer was influenced by the O9A.

One of the latest O9A-related articles was published on the 'Rolling Stone' website of a once youth-orientated printed
magazine concerned with popular music but which is now a mainstream internet outlet for opinion pieces about
politics, movies and popular culture in general.

The article was titled The Satanist Neo-Nazi Plot to Murder U.S. Soldiers, {1} and unsurprisingly presented the
Establishment orthodoxy, which orthodoxy is based on the post-2018 antifascist narrative which repeated and
embellished the black propaganda spread by one Joshua Sutter, a former FBI confidential Informant (CI) turned agent
provocateur. {2} In line with this orthodoxy the article was replete with the opinionations of antifascist propagandist
Lowles who as O9A folk know cannot tell his biblical Satan from his antinomian Satanas and who has repeatedly lied
about the O9A. {3}

This Establishment orthodoxy is of the O9A as a neo-nazi satanic group with members which incites terrorism,
misogyny and sexual abuse whereas in reality the O9A is a modern anti-patriarchal subculture {4} which subculture
developed from the esoteric philosophy described in the writings of 'Anton Long' between 1976 and 2012, {5} and
which writings emphasized individual learning from practical experience and the overcoming of physical challenges,
kindred and personal honour, and cultivating muliebral 'dark arts' such as esoteric-empathy through spending three
months living alone in the wilderness. Nowhere is there any encouragement of misogyny or sexual abuse {6} and
which faults of male character are condemned. {7}

Fact Check And Comments

The authoress of The Satanist Neo-Nazi Plot to Murder U.S. Soldiers wrote:

§ The key evangelical for O9A, the figure who facilitated this macabre wedding of apocalyptic death cults, is
Joshua Caleb Sutter

The reality: "the key evangelical for the post-2018 anti-O9A narrative is the black propaganda of Joshua Caleb Sutter
financed by the FBI."

The authoress wrote:

§ the militant skinhead organization Combat 18

The reality: Combat 18 was not a skinhead group but mainly consisted of individuals from football 'firms' such as 'the
Chelsea headhunters'.

The authoress wrote:

§ Myatt’s pamphlet "A Practical Guide to Aryan Revolution" is classified as a terrorist manual by the British
government

The reality: She should have written "the pamphlet allegedly written by Myatt" since there is no evidence Myatt wrote
it, with a three year long police investigation, part of Operation Periphery, between 1998 and 2021 failing to find such
evidence. {8}



The authoress wrote:

§ [Myatt's] writings were found in the possession of David Copeland

The reality: As often in opinion pieces about the O9A no source is supplied and we are not informed what writings by
Myatt were found. 

The authoress wrote:

§ Deception, murder, violence, sexual assault, and fraud are all deemed acceptable methods in O9A texts

The reality: Again, as often in opinion pieces about the O9A, no sources are supplied. In particular, where in O9A texts -
in primary O9A sources - is it written that 'sexual assault' is an acceptable method? Nowhere. We have asked that
question multiple times since 2019 and no one has cited any primary O9A source.

Thus, the authoress merely repeats antifascist propaganda about the O9A. Also, no mention of O9A texts where such
behaviour is strongly condemned with those committing such a deed or deeds considered as suitable candidates for
culling.

The authoress wrote:

§ there are real-world examples of such killings by O9A devotees

The reality: The authoress commits the common fallacy of illicit transference which is where a few particular examples
are used to make a generalization about a subject. In this case, she takes a few examples of what she terms O9A
'devotees' who have committed crimes to associate the O9A with such crimes.

In addition, is a subculture - which is what the O9A is and has been since c. 2012 {4} - responsible for the despicable
actions of those who self-identify with that subculture? We have asked this question multiple times since 2019 in
response to antifascist propaganda and no one has replied. The answer is of course no, a subculture is not responsible
just as the Gospels are not responsible for Christian priests or ministers who commit sexual offences or crimes such as
murder.

The authoress wrote:

§ Martinet Press titles were introduced as required reading for new O9A recruits

The reality: The books produced by Martinet Press were not O9A texts - for all O9A texts  (1976-2012) were freely
available via the internet {9} - but the Martinet books were written post-2015 by anonymous authors with the
suspicion being that the authors were contracted by the FBI to write such books. Neither the authoress nor any other
journalist has researched who the authors were, with books such as The Devil's Quran clearly not written by Sutter or
by his wife.

The authoress wrote:

§ Despite the allegations about working with law enforcement, Sutter maintained cachet within the extreme
right wing

The reality: The authoress commits the common fallacy of Incomplete (Suppressed) Evidence which is where evidence
which contradicts a claim or assumption is not mentioned. In this case, there is no mention whatsoever of the O9A
response describing Sutter as a dishonourable coward and as an FBI agent provocateur. Some supporters of O9A
subculture have allegedly gone so far as to suggest that Sutter is a suitable candidate for culling.

The authoress wrote:

§ Joshua Sutter has faced no consequences for his role in spreading Order of Nine Angles dogma.

The reality: He did not spread 'O9A dogma' - but black propaganda designed to discredit the O9A for which he was paid
almost US $100,000 by the FBI between 2018 and early 2020. How much he was paid between 2015, when Martinet
Press was founded, and 2018 remains unknown with no journalist, 'investigative' or mainstream researching the
matter. We do not wonder why.

In addition, there is no such thing as 'O9A dogma' given the O9A principle of individual authority. {10}

The authoress wrote:

§ Martinet Press continues to publish and distribute books

The authoress does not ask the obvious and important questions: (i) why is it still doing so, and (ii) whether Sutter is
still receiving the profits from the sale of books, and (iii) if so, does he pay tax and has he paid tax on former profits,
and (iv) if he does not and did not pay tax then why isn't he under investigation and arrested for tax evasion? Again,
we do not wonder  why no journalist 'investigative' or mainstream has or is investigating this.



The authoress wrote:

§ The Atomwaffen Division’s remnants have written a number of self-absolving screeds against him and what
they perceive as FBI entrapment

The reality: The authoress again commits the common fallacy of Incomplete (Suppressed) Evidence in this case in
regard to Sutter, for there is no mention whatsoever of O9A texts which have described Sutter and his views as
despicable, him as a dishonourable coward and as an FBI agent provocateur. Why no mention? Because no journalist -
investigative' or mainstream - seems willing to contradict the Establishment orthodoxy and present an unbiased view
of the heretical O9A.

↔

{1] https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/the-satanist-neo-nazi-plot-to-murder-u-s-soldiers-1352629/

{2} An agent provocateur is someone who is recruited, usually by a State agency or police force, to encourage, incite,
disorder, violence, extremism, and – sometimes – terrorism or even sabotage. The agent provocateur plays an active
role, often infiltrating political or activist groups.

In contrast, an informer or informant is passive and just passes on information on an irregular basis, usually about
other people and their activities, to their 'handler'.

It is an unwritten rule that informers are paid small amounts for each bit of information they pass on, while agent
provocateurs are paid generous amounts - often amounting to a living wage - since their infiltration often involves part-
time or even full-time work and invariably involves travel for which they can and often do claim expenses, as Sutter
did.

{3} For example, his infamous article about the O9A in his glossy 2019 'hate' report contained no less than twelve
basic errors and outright lies, as is documented at https://web.archive.org/web/20210123114617/https:
//omega9alpha.wordpress.com/fake-news/

See also https://web.archive.org/web/20210516053834/https://omega9alpha.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/o9a-
mythical-beast-v2c.pdf which is a response to two anonymous articles published in 2018 on a popular internet based
music magazine which were rumoured to have been written by Lowles, which were the first public outing of the Sutter-
created anti-O9A narrative, and which mention the Martinet Press book The Iron Gates.

The 2021 article by Marina Kapiris titled Guide To Anti-Fascist Lies About The O9A provides an overview of the matter
and is available at https://web.archive.org/web/20210516052421/https://omega9alpha.files.wordpress.com/2021/04
/guide-lies-about-o9a-v3.pdf

{4} See Order Of Nine Angles Subculture: A Complete Guide, available at https://archive.org/download
/subculture_complete/o9a-subculture-complete.pdf

{5} The philosophy is described in The Boundaries Of O9A Philosophy which details its ethics and the importance of
personal and kindred honour. It is available at https://archive.org/download/o9a-boundaries-philosophy-v9/o9a-
boundaries-philosophy-v9.pdf

{6} We have asked opponents of the O9A multiple times since 2019 where in primary O9A sources are 'sexual assault'
and misogyny encouraged or incited. No one has answered since such dishonourable things are neither encouraged
nor incited.

{7} In the O9A novel The Giving, published in 1990, a male who encourages and does such things becomes an opfer.
The novel is included in the 718 page compilation ONA 1.0, available at https://archive.org/download/ona-one/ona-
one.pdf

See also On The Anti-Patriarchal O9A Ethos available at https://web.archive.org/web/20210515225001/https:
//omega9alpha.wordpress.com/anti-patriarchal-o9a/

The article is included in The Seofonfeald Paeth, available at https://archive.org/download/o9a-trilogy-print_202109
/o9a-trilogy-print.pdf

{8} Vacca, John R. "Computer Forensics: Computer Crime Scene Investigation", Charles River Media, 2005, p.420

{9} See for example https://web.archive.org/web/20200317143052/https://omega9alpha.wordpress.com/

{10} The principle is explained in The Boundaries Of O9A Philosophy which is available at https://archive.org/download
/o9a-boundaries-philosophy-v9/o9a-boundaries-philosophy-v9.pdf
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The Trial Of Kaleb Cole And The Testimony Of Sutter

There are several revealing things about not only Sutter's testimony at the trial of Kaleb Cole on September 2021 but
also about the response of Cole's defence attorney. {1}

1. Sutter admits to working undercover for the FBI, to using surveillance equipment, and to travelling to meet people
and attend meetings and events. During cross-examination Cole's defence attorney asked in respect of a meeting on
January 9, 2020:

25 p.19  Q: You were there in an undercover capacity, correct?

A: Correct.

It is revealing the Cole's defence attorney did not ask further questions about Sutter's 'undercover' work, since a
Confidential Informant (CI) - which is what Sutter is depicted as being by antifascists and by others - do not travel
around the country on expenses, use surveillance equipment, or go 'undercover' for years, which is what Sutter did on
his own admission between 2017 and 2020.

2. Cole's defence attorney also failed to ask probing questions following this exchange:

22/23 p.21  Q: He had no indication -- there was no indication to you that he was aware that an FBI agent
was present?

A: No, sir.

What FBI agent? Was he referring to Sutter, or was he referring to an FBI agent who accompanied Sutter? If another
person, who was he and how had he been accepted into Cole's circle?

3. Sutter admitted to receiving over US $100,000 from the FBI, but again Cole's defence attorney failed to ask probing
questions such as what was the exact amount, when did the payments begin, how was he paid, and was he still being
paid. The defence attorney also failed to ask why Sutter, as earlier Court documents showed, {2} was paid the large
sum of US $78,133.20 plus expenses of $4,378.60 by the FBI between February 7, 2018 and early 2020, amounting to
around $41,000 a year which was a living wage. No Confidential Informant is paid so much money in so short a time.

Instead of asing such questions, Cole's defence attorney simply asked whether Sutter had paid taxes:

19/20 p. 22 Q: You indicated that you've been paid over $100,000 working with the FBI; is that correct?

21 A: Correct.
22 Q: Have you paid taxes on that?
23 A: No.

When Sutter was asked about tax evasion:

8/9 p.23 Q: Is there any indication that you're likely to be charged with tax evasion for that?

the prosecution attorney immediately objected to the question which the presiding Judge sustained, with the defence
attorney then saying he had no further questions.

4. During questioning by the prosecution attorney Sutter twice used the polite "say again" phrase

22 p. 17 A: Say again.

9 p. 22 A: Say again.

which polite phrase is used by well-educated people (and in Britain, by the upper class) in order for the question to be
repeated. Given Sutter's background and type of education the use of this expression is indicative of him being
coached beforehand by the FBI since the usual response of someone from a working-class background is 'pardon?' or
'sorry, what?' or similar vernacular expressions.

Conclusion: Either the defence attorney was inept or for some reason or reasons he had agreed beforehand not to
ask Sutter any probing or difficult questions.

↔

{1} The Court transcript is available at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/22006156-0928-confidential-
source-testimony
{2} https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/21046907/kaleb-cole-august-13-2021-motion-to-suppress.pdf
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Another Antifascist Failure On Social Media

In June of this year (2022) on a certain 'social media' platform an antifascist posted a link to The Satanist Neo-Nazi Plot
to Murder U.S. Soldiers article, which elicited a response from a supporter of O9A subculture but which response, as
often happens on 'social media' in regard to pro-O9A items from certain posters, was hidden from general view behind
the following notice:

Here is the reply which as readers can clearly see does not contain any 'offensive content', except of course in the
minds of antifascists:

In reply, the antifascist simply posted an image from the offending article:

To which a follower of O9A subculture replied:



In regard to the smearing of the O9A in The Satanist Neo-Nazi Plot to Murder U.S. Soldiers article, a supporter of O9A
subculture posted:

Which led to the authoress of the offending article replying to the original post:

Which resulted in the following response:

Update, 08/06/22. The authoress replied with:

To which the answers were:
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